
A = Around natural waist
B = From top of shoulder to top of decolletage
C = From nipple to nipple while wearing your favorite foundation garments (if any)
D = From natural waist on front, over shoulder, to natural waist on back
E = Waist to middle of kneecap
F = From natural waist on front to top of decolletage 

A A

B B

C
D

DF

F

E
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How to Measure
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Sample Fabric Layout

We customized the aprons pictured to the model, so using her measurements, 
here are the pieces we had to cut out of 2yds of fabric:

Sample Measurements Used:

Piece
 #6

Skirt
 Ruffl

e Piece #2 - Waistband

Piece #3a - Waist Tie

Piece #5a - Shoulder Strap

Piece #3b - Waist Tie

Piece #5b - Shoulder Strap

Piece #1 - Skirt
Piece #4

Bib

Piece #7b - Shoulder Ruffle

Piece #7a - Shoulder Ruffle

This long 
rectangle is 

being pieced 
together by 

three shorter 
ones.

76” (2yds)

44
”

Piece #1 - 49” x 19”
Piece #2 - 25” x 5”
Piece #3a and #3b - each 32” x 5”
Piece #4 - 9.5” x 11”
Piece #5a and #5b - each 34” x 4”
Piece #6 - 99” x 4”
Piece #7a and #7b - 32” x 4.5”

Your m
ilage 

will va
ry!

_

_
_

_



Backstitch
everything
below the

dotted 
ine in red.

Backstitch everything between 
the dotted lines in orange.

Backstitch everything above 
the dotted line in yellow.

design copyright © Zabet Stewart
downloaded from http://theanticraft.com

Malice

DMC #321 DMC #900 DMC #972
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DMC #901 - Dark Green�
Stem, dark sides of leaves.

DMC #703 - Light Green�
Light sides of leaves.

DMC #869 - Greenish Brown�
Thorns.

DMC #321 - Bright Red
Outer rose petals.

DMC #304 - Red
Blood drips, middle rose petals.

DMC #815 - Dark Red
Blood drops, inner rose petals.



These are the edges you got when you folded pieces 5a and 5b in half lengthwise and ironed them �at.

On the open side on pieces 5a and 5b,
 fold the edges in .25” as if to hem and iron �at.
Think of this as making a REALLY long mouth 

and folding the lips in over the teeth.

Now all the long edges on pices 5a and 5b will be folded;
you should have NO long raw edges.

(Your bib may be rectangular; 
it all depends on your measurements.)

Bib
Piece #4

St
ra

p 
Pi

ec
e 

#5
a

St
ra

p 
Pi

ec
e 

#5
b

The hemmed edge should be at the top of the bib.
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Sew Apron Top, Figure 1



Chomp mouth 5a nd 5b down on the bib,
getting a .5” bite, and pin.

(Your bib may be rectangular; 
it all depends on your measurements.)

{ {.5” .5”

Bib
Piece #4

St
ra

p 
Pi

ec
e 

#5
a

St
ra

p 
Pi

ec
e 

#5
b

The hemmed edge should be at the top of the bib.

Sew Apron Top, Figure 2
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Measurement Worksheet
(for those of you who aren’t going to use the Automagic version)

Step 1: Fill in your measurements (in inches).

Step 2: Calculate your piece sizes to cut out.

Step 3: Calculate some lengths (to be used in the body of the pattern).

Step 4: Fill in the blanks in the pattern with your calculations.

A. ___________in. (Around natural waist.)
B. ___________in. (From top of shoulder to top of decolletage.)
C. ___________in. (From nipple to nipple.)
D. ___________in. (From natural waist on front, over shoulder, to natural waist on back.)
E. ___________in. (From natural waist to middle of kneecap.)
F. ___________in. (From natural waist on front to top of decolletage.)

#1 Skirt: [1.5A + 1] ___________in. Wide by [(E-4) + 1] ___________in. High.
#2 Wasitband: [0.75A + 1] ___________in. Wide by 5in. High.
#3a & #3b Ties: 32in. Wide by 5in. High.
#4 Bib: [C + 1] ___________in. Wide by [F + 1] ___________in. High.
#5a & #5b Shoulder Straps: 4in. Wide by [D + 1] ___________in. High.
#6 Skirt Ruffle: [3A + 3] ___________in. Wide by 4in. High.
#7a & #7b Shoulder Ruffles: [4B] ___________in. Wide by 4.5in. High.

    I: [1.5A] = ___________in.
  II: [0.75A] =  ___________in.
III: [C + 1] = ___________in.
  IV: [2B] = ___________in.
    V: [B] =  ___________in.



Painting theR
oses R

ed
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